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Named “Night & Day˝ it was 

completed in July of 2011 three 

days prior to dropping it off at the League 

of NH Craftsmen’s Sunapee Fair for the 

“Living with Crafts” exhibit. It measures 

71/2˝w X 61/2˝h and consists of 746 pieces. 

Woods used—tear drop maple, ebony, 

maple veneer, black dyed veneer and 

ziricote. This is one of two segmented 

vessels that were on exhibit at this year’s 

exhibit. The “Black Diamond” vessel sold 

the opening weekend—my first sale as a 

League member! Hey, you have to start 

somewhere!

One day, thinking of my next segmented turning, I had 
vision of a detail ring as the focal point of the turning with 

alternating suns and moons. Like any and all projects, you have to 
start with some drawings. I started out with a hand sketch of what 
the sun might look like. I had to figure out how the contrasting 
woods would be cut and fitted. 

Concept & Design
The only way to do that was to create a scaled drawing, but 

before starting that I had to figure out the finished size of the 
segment. The decision was a size and shape vessel that I had made 
once before and liked. The detail ring in that design had only 
eight segments, but for this one I decided it should be sixteen 
segments and the opening at the top would flair out. From that 
original design the finished diameter was 71/2˝ at the detailed ring. 
So the segment length equals:

Diameter x 3.1416 = CirCumferenCe 
CirCumferenCe/number of SegmentS = Length of eaCh Segment

Using a rough starting diameter of 8˝:

8˝ x 3.1416 = 25.1328˝
Length of a Segment = 25.1328˝/16 = 1.5708˝

Using that segment length and a thickness of one inch I drew 
Sketch 1 to find out what size sun and moons would work within 
that size. It took a couple of tries to sort it out. Experimenting 
with the ray length of the sun, I had started out with equal lengths 
as seen in the center sun but did not like the look. I decided to 
make the rays longer as they went around the segment with an 
equal distance from the exterior edges of the segment (see suns 
left and right). It took a couple of tries to get the right size moon 
and how/where to center it. The look had to be such that it would 
be obvious the suns and moons were segmented. For example you 
could drill a hole and glue a plug into it for the sun—no—that’s 
not the right look. The only way to make it obvious was to saw tooth 
the construction of both the sun and moon. The choice was to use 

1/16˝ layers to saw tooth the design. 
Needing greater detail and clarity, I drew Sketch 2 at a larger 

than life 3˝ = 1˝ scale and started to detail the shade of wood 
to use. Needing contrasting/alternating segments at the detail 
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Sketch 2

Sketch 3

Sketch 4

ring, I made the bulk of the sun maple 
and the bulk of the moon ebony making 
the elements within those segments the 
opposite. You can see by the lengths of 
the segments in the drawing that some of 
these pieces are pretty small. First design it 

and then figure out how to construct it. I 
used the same method to create Sketch 3.

Now, having the detailed drawings 
complete, it was time to figure out a glue 
up sequence where you can get multiple 
identical segments or parts of segments. 

I was using figured maple acquired from 
a fellow turner. As is with any segmented 
turning, it is important to keep the grain 
of all the segments in the same direction. 
This assures wood movement in the same 
direction and keeps the color of the pieces 
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consistent. By the way, I racked my brain 
trying to find a simple, effective and 
consistent method for the glue up of the 
detailed ring segment slivers. I was unable 
to come up with one. I would love to hear 
your thoughts. 

Construction 
This may seem backwards but only 

now did I draw the entire vessel—Sketch 4. 
Everything evolved around the detail ring. 
Each ring is built independently according 
to the drawing and the main focus out of 
the shoot is the detail ring. That’s where 
the bulk of the work is. The detail ring 
segments are 1/16˝ in thickness. I ripped 
thin strips of both maple and ebony on my 
band saw using the cut list generated from 
the drawing. I knew getting consistent, 
smooth, glue ready 1/16˝ strips would be 
difficult. I got help from a friend who had 
recently purchased a drum sander and 
offered to give it a try. The sander did a 
great job. 

Now the cutting and gluing. I cut 
the thin strips to length by sandwiching 
four strips between two thin pieces of 
pine scrapes and used masking tape on 
both edges to hold everything together. 
This way I was cutting multiple pieces at 
once. The pine waste strip and tape not 
just held everything together, but also 
prevented blowout at the back side on the 
chop saw—Photo 1. Notice there is no 
stop block for cutting multiple segments 
to the same length. Instead I used pencil 
marks on the wood fence. This way the 
cutoffs were not trapped between the saw 
blade and block and when cut, could fall 
away freely. The angled cut on the strips 
were made on the sander using a jig and 
holding stick—Photos 2A and 2B. I used 
double face tape on the end of the holding 
stick to help hold the strip in place. 

The Sun
I started construction of the sun gluing 

small segments end to end, layer by layer—
Photo 3. Glue cleanup was difficult so 
keeping the aluminum working plate clean 
was critical. Using just the right amount 
of glue also helps to minimize the cleanup. 
I sanded the face of the segments on the 
belt sander using the slide table, square jig 
and zero clearance bottom masonite piece. 
Double face tape was used to hold the tiny, 
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thin segments to the push block—Photos 
4 and 5. I also found that using a wood 
block and sanding board also worked 
just as well with a little better control 
with the amount sanded off—Photos 6 
and 7. I glued the sun in stages using a 
combination of rubber bands, spring and 
quick clamps—Photos 8–13. I cleaned 
up the center of the segments (Photo 11) 
on the sander and then using the square 
push block I sanded the outside edges so 
that all the halves were exactly the same 

width. In doing so, it assured that the 
center spline was centered and it also gave 
me a flat for clamping—Photo 13. The sun 
segments now glued up complete were cut 
to length per the drawing using the chop 
saw (leaving a hair long) and finished to 
the exact length on the sander. 

The Moon
The moon segments were made similar 

to that of the sun—Photos 14 & 15. Keeping 
control in the glue up was a challenge and 
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some moons come out better than others. 
With the glue up complete, the segments 
were sanded to size on the sander using 
the square push block. Keeping things 
true and square are paramount. The 
segments were then rough cut to length 
and finished sanded like the sun segments.

Now the fun part. Dry fitting the 
segments make fine tuning adjustments 
as needed using the sander and jigs—
Photo 16. Note that there are three 
segments with an ‘X’ on them. These were 
the ones that I sanded to adjust. Clamp 
them and place in the press. Note the 
center sun ray is 1/8˝ from the edges on 
the exterior diameter—Photo 16. And 
also at the rear of the leading segment—
Photo 17. Note the interior diameter of 
Photo 16 and what has happens to that 
same ray. I had not anticipated this and 
when finish turning had to take very little 
off the exterior circumference in order to 
maintain the 1/8˝ setback from the edge. I 
managed to save it but that was a close call. 
The segments are taped together using 
masking tape prior to gluing—Photo 18. 

Assemble the Vessel
Building from the base up starting 

with ziricote (one solid piece), I flattened 
it on the lathe and turned a tapered hole 
in the center. From a solid piece of maple 
I turned a tapered maple plug to fit the 
ziricote cutout. I glued the two using the 
press and again flattened it on the lathe. 
Although these pieces would eventually 
be relatively small, I felt it was important 
to keep the grain and consequently 
the movement in the same direction—
Photo 19.

The light colored wood provides a 
great place for signing the piece. Having 
added rings, flattening between each, I 
glued white and black veneers and then 
the detail ring—Photo 20. Note the glue 
guide blocks between the two last rings. 
This is a must to prevent slippage during 
glue up. It keeps the ring centered and the 
glue line offsets aligned.

Rounding the corner, you have a 
completed glue up—Photo 21. Not very 
pretty to look at yet. Turn the exterior 
first (Photos 22 & 23) and then hollow 
the interior. Note that the exterior shape 
did not flow through the ziricote base. 
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Wanting to leave a solid base, this was 
saved for last.

I use a hollowing jig/boring bar, store 
bought, with laser for hollowing. I had to 
make a scraper to reach the inside area at 
the detail ring though. Not having any 
square stock from which to work, I used 
a file that was the right 3/16˝ thickness. I 
cut a 3/16˝ wide x 2˝ long piece and now 

I had some square stock. A little shaping 
on the grinder and it was good to go—
Photos 25 & 26. The shorter cuter in 
Photo 26 is the factory one. You can still 
see the file lines on the one I made from 
the file.

The Finish
I finished sanded inside and out to 

400 grit and then sanded using Abralon 
sanding sheets from 360 to 1000 grit. 
Still on the lathe (not running) I applied 
a sealer coat (satin) of waterlox and 
then three additional coats of high gloss 
waterlox, sanding between coats using 
0000 steel wool. Cut it off the glue block, 
finish the bottom (don’t forget to sign it) 
and it’s complete. 


